Abstract: Advancement in wireless communication and electronics has made possible the development of low cost sensor networks. Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) facilitate monitoring and controlling of physical environment from remote location with better accuracy. They can be used for various application areas (e.g. health, military, home). Due to their unique characteristics, they are offering various research issues that are still unsolved. Sensors energy cannot support long haul communication as changing energy supply is not always possible in WSN. Also, failures are inevitable in wireless sensor networks due to inhospitable environment and unattended deployment. Therefore fault management is an essential component of any network management system. In this paper we propose a new fault management architecture for wireless sensor networks. In our solution the network is partitioned into a virtual grid of cells to support scalability and perform fault detection and recovery locally with minimum energy consumption. Specifically, the grid based architecture permits the implementation of fault detection in a distributed manner and allows the failure report to be forwarded across cells. A cell manager and a gateway node are chosen in each cell to perform management tasks. Cell manager and gateway nodes coordinate with each other to detect faults with minimum energy consumption. We assume a homogeneous network where all nodes are equal in resources. The architecture has been evaluated analytically and compared with different proposed solutions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent developments in wireless communication and electronics have made possible the development of small, inexpensive, low power, distributive devices. These devices are capable of local processing and wireless communication and are known as sensor nodes. A sensor network can be described as a collection of sensor nodes which co-ordinate with each other to perform some specific function. These sensor nodes are mainly in large numbers and are densely deployed either inside the phenomenon or very close to it. A sensor network ensures a wide range of applications. Examples includes environmental monitoring-which involves monitoring air soil and water, condition based maintenance, habitat monitoring, seismic detection, military surveillance, inventory tracking, smart spaces etc. Study of wireless sensor network (WSN) is challenging and requires enormous breadth of knowledge from various disciplines. The design of sensor network is influenced by many factors, including fault tolerance [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Fault tolerance is the ability to maintain sensor networks functionalities without any interruption due to sensor nodes failure. Fault is an incorrect state of hardware or a program as a consequence of a failure of a component. In order to design efficient fault management architecture for wireless sensor network, various faults associated with wireless sensor network required to be understood. However there is no comprehensive model or description of these faults available [6] . The power supply is the most critical restriction as it is usually difficult to be rechargeable. For this reason faults occurs frequently and will not be isolated events. Attacks by adversaries could happen because these networks will be often embedded in critical applications. Worse, attacks could be facilitated because these networks will be deployed in open spaces or enemy territories, where adversaries cannot only manipulate the environment but gain physical access to the node. Also, communication in sensor networks take place by radio frequencies means that adversaries can easily inject themselves in the network and disrupt infrastructure functions. Moreover, sensor nodes are commonly used to monitor external environment, due to which sensor nodes are susceptible to natural phenomenons like rain, fire and fall of trees [6] . Good numbers of fault tolerance solutions are available but they are limited at different levels. Existing approaches are based on hardware faults and consider hardware components malfunctioning only. Some assume that system softwares are already fault tolerant as in [7, 8] . Some are solely focused on fault detection and do not provide any recovery mechanism [15] . Farinaz in [9] , grouped faults into 3 types: permanent faults, intermittent faults and transient faults. Permanent faults are the ones that are continues and stable in time. For example, permanent hardware faults are consequences of irreversible physical alteration within a component. An intermittent fault is one that has only occasional manifestation due to unstable characteristics of the hardware, or as consequences of a program being in a particular subset of space. Finally, a transient fault is one that is the consequence of temporary environmental impact on otherwise correct hardware. For example, often the impact of comic radiation may be transient. There is a need of developing a fault management system that considers different levels of faults in wireless sensor networks. Different mechanisms have been proposed for recovery but still not directly relevant to fault recovery in respect of the network system level management [12] . Given the motivation for applying fault management in wireless sensor networks, we propose a failure detection scheme using grid based architecture. In our scheme, the whole network is divided into a virtual grid where each cell consists of a group of nodes. A cell manager and a gateway node are chosen in each cell to perform management tasks. These cells combine to form various groups and each group promote one of their cell managers to a group manager. Group manager detect faulty cells and avoid future faults. In our scheme both cell manager and gateway node mutually coordinate with each other to detect faults inside the cell and perform recovery with minimum energy consumption. We assume a homogenous network where all nodes are equal in resources. Our architecture can be considered as a special kind of clustering architectures. However, it is more systematic, more robust and more scalable. This paper is organized as follows: in section 2, the general requirements for system design are mentioned. Section 3 provides a brief review of related work in the literature. In section 4, we define the architecture model of our proposed solution and our assumptions for the system. Section 5 describes the management process and types of management messages. Analytic evaluation can be found in section 6. Section 7 concludes the paper.
II. REQUIRMENTS FOR SYSTEM DESIGN
In this section, we will summarize the most important requirements for a fault management system.
A. Scalability
Fault management architecture must support scalability of the network. Any increase in network nodes should not affect the overall performance of the network.
B. Energy Efficiency
Energy consumption is the primary metric and should be considered first. Since sensor nodes are operated on battery and keeping the nodes active all the time will limit the duration that battery last. Therefore, optimal organization and management of wireless sensor network is very crucial in order to maintain sufficient sensors energy to last for the duration of the required task [21] . If a system is not able to maintain sensors energy efficiently then soon it will loose all its energy and fail to operate.
C. Minimal Data Storage
A sensor node is equipped with only limited memory or storage space. Therefore, the data model used must be extensible and able to accommodate information required to perform management tasks, but also consider the memory constraint of sensor nodes.
D. Lightweight Operation
Lightweight operation is the fourth important requirement to be considered by a management system. A system should be able to run on sensor nodes without consuming too much memory or energy or interfering with the operation of sensor nodes. Therefore, Lightweight operation prolongs network lifetime [15] .
E. Local detection and Management
Local detection reduces overhead on the network in terms of energy and communication. Also, Local management can be performed through mutual co-ordination of the network nodes. Both local detection and management increases network life time and provide a base for developing an efficient fault management scheme, where management tasks can be distributed over the network and nodes can perform management task locally III. RELATED WORK In this section we will give an overview about existing fault management approaches. Sensor network fault management systems can be classified according to their architectures into centralized and distributed. In centralized fault management systems, usually a geographical or logical centralized sensor node identifies failed or misbehaving nodes in the whole network. This centralized node can be a base station, a central controller or a manager. This central node usually has unlimited resources and perform wide range of fault management tasks [12] . Examples of these schemes are Sympathy [10] , Efficient tracing of failed nodes in sensor networks [11] , WinMS [20] and MANNA [6] . Centralized approaches required a central entity to perform the fault management. This creates network overhead as traffic flow is towards a single point. Also, centralized approaches are not scalable and increasing the network nodes affects network performance. Distributed fault management systems consist of multiple managers. Each manager controls a sub network and may communicate directly with other managers to perform management functions. Distributed management provides better reliability and energy efficiency and has lower communication cost than centralized management systems [15] . Examples include: self monitoring of wireless sensor networks [16] , Fault Tolerance Techniques for Wireless Ad Hoc Sensor Networks [9] , Localized fault-tolerant event boundary detection in sensor networks [22] and Clustering [17] . These solutions are based on neighbouring co-ordination, self monitoring or clustering. In neighbouring co-ordination, nodes coordinate with their neighboring nodes to detect faulty nodes before contacting the central point. For Example, the algorithm proposed for faulty sensor identification in [22] is based on neighbouring co-ordination. In this scheme, the reading of a sensor is compared with its neighboring' median reading, if the resulting difference is large or large but negative then the sensor is very likely to be faulty.
Chihfan et. al [16] developed a Self monitoring fault detection model on the bases of accuracy. This scheme does not support network dynamics and required to be pre configured. Clustering is an efficient approach for building scalable and energy-balanced applications. The failure detection solution proposed in [17] is based on cluster formation. It divided the network into different clusters and a cluster head is appointed for each cluster. A cluster head has more resources than other cluster members. This cluster head perform major tasks and management operations. The data can only be transmitted to other clusters through cluster heads. Failure of a cluster head limits accessibility to the nodes under its supervision. In most of clustering approaches, cluster head ask its cluster member to send there updates on regular basis. Upon receive a request from cluster head, cluster members send there updates to there respective cluster heads. If a cluster head does not receive a reply from any node then it considers that node faulty. This causes vulnerability to message loss because a node can not receive a request message from its cluster head due to various reasons. It can be lost during transmission and cause a correct node to be declared as faulty. This violates the rule of accuracy.
IV. A NEW CELLULAR FAULT MANAGEMENT ARCHITECCTURE
In this section we present our new architecture for fault management in WSN: the cellular architecture. In this architecture we divide the network into a virtual grid of cells. A cell can be considered as a special kind of clustering. However it is more systematic and scalable. Cells can merge together to produce large cells that would be managed using the same process. As discussed above that fault can be permanent, intermittent or transient and in our fault model we only consider permanent faults only. We assume that communicated data is fault free and that all semantic-related generic faults are detected and removed by the application itself. Furthermore, we assume that there will be no alterations or creations of messages over the transmission links. Our aim is to distribute the management task across the whole network so that management tasks can not be performed by any central entity or a part of the network. Therefore, Sensor nodes will take more management responsibilities and decision making in order to achieve a self managed network. Division of network into virtual grid helps in achieving self configuration, in which it must actively measure network states in order to react to the network dynamics. We uses the same architecture proposed in [19] but for the purpose of fault management in wireless sensor networks. In our proposed solution the whole network is divided into a virtual grid using some type of virtual coordinate system.
Fig. 1. Sensor nodes
The grid architecture can be achieved by dividing the whole area where nodes are distributed into small virtual cells. In Fig. 1 , nodes 1 to 10 are in the communication range of each other so it can be divided into two adjacent virtual cells. The division will be made in such a way that all nodes in Cell A can communicate with all nodes in adjacent Cell B.
Fig. 2. Division of the network into a virtual grid
After the division of the network into small virtual cells as shown in Fig. 2 , a cell manager is appointed in each cell. The cell manager then selects a gateway node and decides which common node will perform sensing and which will go to sleep. This would help in conserving energy. The cell manager receives data from common nodes and passes it to the gateway node which in turn passes it to other gateway nodes.
A. Distributed Cell Formation
In order to elect cell managers and gateway nodes, any node can send a discovery message that consist of its node ID, Cell ID, and energy level and only nodes with higher energy would respond. The combination of Cell manager with gateway node guarantees a connected network.
1) Cell manager selection
The node with the highest life time or energy will be appointed as a cell manager. Cell manager keep changing in each cell in order to extend network life time.
2) Gateway node selection
Cell manager will select the gateway node on the basis of Maximum energy. Communication between cells takes place through gateway nodes. The cell manager broadcast a message to its cell members which in return send their updates including their node ID and energy level. Upon receiving updates from cell members, the cell manager appoints a gateway node. Both cell manager and gateway node stores node ID's of their cell members.
3) Group manager
After the selection of cell managers and gateway nodes, cells combine to form various virtual groups. Each group of cells then selects a group manager with mutual co ordination. A group manager is a cell manager which performs its normal tasks for its own cell but at the same time act as a group manager for a group of cells. This is shown in figure 3 .
Fig. 3. Virtual cells in the form of a grid
Cells 1,2,8,9 combine to form a group and with mutual co ordination they promote cell 9 cell manager to a group manager. Cell 9 manager will now perform two roles; one as a cell manager to perform management tasks for its own cell and second as a group manager for a group of cells. The main goal of introducing this group manager is to perform high level management tasks and predict future faults. The selection of group manager is based on the available energy and it keeps changing in the group to balance the energy. Each cell maintains its health status in terms of energy. It can be High, Medium or Low. These health statuses are then sent out to there associate group managers. Upon receiving these health statuses, group manager predict and avoid future faults. For example; if cell 1 has health status high than group manager always recommend that cell for any operation or routing but if the health status is medium than group manager will occasionally recommend it for any operation. Health status Low means that the cell has un-sufficient energy and should be avoiding for any operation. Therefore, a group manager can easily avoid using cells with low health status. Group managers keep updating each other regarding their group member's health statuses.
V. MANAGEMENT PROCESS Our proposed fault model covers different types of faults. One of the most common faults is caused due to power supply as it is not rechargeable. Once a node power supply is expired then it can not participate in network operations. This type of fault can be rectifying by sending the node in low computation mode before it completely shut down. Our proposed solution constantly monitors sensor nodes energy level and makes them sleep if they are low in energy. Also, sensor nodes are commonly used to monitor external environment and are susceptible to natural factors like fire, rain and fall of tree. This type of effect can permanently damage the sensor node. Our proposed model can identify these faulty nodes and replace them with back up nodes. Another common type of fault can be cause by adversaries as sensor nodes will often be deployed in open space or enemy territories. Our proposed solution can detect future faults through group managers, which identify the nodes with low energy and inform the network to avoid using them. Adversaries can easily disrupt communication by jamming or manipulating the network. In our proposed solution node can co-ordinate to identify these types of faults by invoking security procedures. Fault can also be caused by declaring a correct node faulty, as this affect network operation.
A. Fault detection
The fault detection process can be divided into:
In-Cell fault detection Cell and Cell manager's fault detection & recovery.
1) In Cell fault detection
Cell manager ask common nodes and gateway nodes on regular bases to send there updates. Such as; the cell manager send get messages to the associated common nodes and gateway node on regular basis and in return they send there updates. Updates include node ID and energy level. Gateway node also sends updates to cell manager like any other common node. If the cell manager does not receive an update from any node then it send an instant message to the node and acquire about its status. If cell manager does not receive the acknowledgement in a given time then declare it as a faulty node and pass this information to the rest of the network. Using updates, cell manager decide which node will go to sleep and which will remain active. If the gateway node is low in energy then cell manager appoint another node to act as a gate way node and send the existence gateway node to low computational mode or sleeping mode. The gateway node can also be detected as faulty, if the cell manager does not hear from it during updates cycle. The cell manager appoints a new gateway node and informs the neighbouring cells and the group manager.
2) Cell and Cell manager's fault detection & recovery
Each cell manager sends health status information to its group manager through gateway node. This is less frequent than incell update cycle. If the gateway node does not receive the get message from its cell manager during updates cycle then it send a quick reminder to its cell manager and expect a quick reply but if it does not receive any reply then it consult common nodes and inform them about the failure of the cell manager and ask them to send there current status information. Upon receiving updates from common nodes, it appoints a new cell manager and informs its group members. If group manager doesn't receive health status from a particular cell then it waits for the second health status update. If a group manager doesn't receive the health status updates during the second cycle then it informs the whole network about the occurrence of a faulty cell. A group manager can be replaced by another cell manager in case of a fault or energy reason.
B. Management role
In centralized management system, the base station acts as a central manager and control the entire network. It collects information from all nodes and performs complex management tasks. The central manager has a global view of the network and with unlimited resources. Distributed management system employs multiple manager stations. Each manager is then responsible for a sub network and able to communicate directly with other manager to perform management task. A hybrid between centralised and distributed is hierarchical management system. It uses intermediate managers which do not communicate with each other directly. Each manager controls a sub network and passes information from its sub-network to its higher-level manager. Intermediate managers also disseminate management functions received from higher-level managers to their sub-network [15] . In our proposed solution, both cell manager and gateway node perform management task with mutual co-ordination. They are responsible for the members of their own cell. The main emphasize is to perform fault management locally. Both cell manager and gateway node are at the same management level. Cell manager detect faults inside the cell and gateway node takes part in routing information and monitoring its cell manager. Both cell manager and gateway nodes can be replaced by common nodes in case of backup and recovery. Another layer of management comprises of group managers, which are responsible for detecting faulty cells and predict future faults.
C. Types of Management Messages
Each Cell manager send get messages to their cell members including gateway nodes on regular basis. Upon receiving the get message, cell members reply with their updates including node ID and energy status. This is called the in-cycle updates. Another type of message exchange takes place between the group manager and its group members. This is less frequent than in-update cycle and called health-status updates. This is used to monitor the functionality of overall cell. If a group manager doesn't receive a health status update from a particular cell then it consider it a suspicious cell and wait for another health-status update from the same cell. If it doesn't receive the second health status update from the same cell then it announce it a faulty cell.
VI. ANALYTICAL EVALUATION
In this section our proposed architecture has been evaluated analytically and compared with some existing proposed solutions. Our proposed solution can be considered as a special type of clustering but more systematic, robust and scalable. Clustering has been used to address various issues i.e. routing, energy efficiency, management and huge-scale control. Therefore clustering can be formed in several ways. Nodes generally form a cluster in two stages: (1) a header is selected among the nodes through election algorithm, randomized election, degree of connectivity or pre-definition, and (2) the headers and the nodes interact to form a group or a cluster [23] . Cluster heads are responsible for coordinating the nodes in their clusters and generally are more resourceful than its cluster members. Cluster heads are the traffic bottlenecks; there failure may cause several problems. Also, if a cluster head failed to operate then no messages of its cluster will be forwarded to the base station and selection of the new cluster head is energy consuming. Our proposed architecture also divides the network into small virtual cells and each cell consists of a group of nodes. Unlike clustering, it is homogenous network where all network nodes are equal in resources. We also appoint a cell manager for each cell to carry out management tasks with mutual co ordination of gate way node but a cell manager can easily be replace by any other common node if the cell manager stop operating. Gateway node is responsible for routing information to other cells and if a cell manager get faulty than gateway node start acting as both cell manager and gateway node until it appoint a new cell manager. Also, if a gateway node stops operating than the cell manager will take its place. Therefore, network operate normally even in the presence of a fault. Another important factor that needs to be considered is vulnerability to message loss. In clustering, if a cluster head does not hear from its cluster member than it announced it as a faulty node. However, a message can be lost due to various reasons. It can be lost during transmission and cause a correct node to be declared as faulty. In our proposed architecture, a cell manager also ask its cell members to send there updates regularly. If a cell manager does not hear from a node then it send another quick message to the node and wait for a reply. But if the cell manager does not receive the reply message for the second time then it declared it as a fault. We check the suspicious node twice so that a correct node can not be declared as faulty. .Our proposed solution is a distributed approach and easily scales with the growth of the network. Unlike Centralized solutions, there is no central manager and all management tasks are performing locally and in distributed fashion. It is not based on any historical data or global view of the network to detect faults. Energy-efficiency is an important research challenge to succeed the vision of a self organized wireless sensor network. Our approach addresses this challenge by employing a load balancing strategy so that all nodes operate together for as long as possible. We consider that all the nodes in the network are equal in resources and no node should be more resourceful than any other node. The optimal role assignment and reconfiguration scheme support the network management system to utilize the network nodes in the most efficient manner. Our approach does not rely on specific nodes with extra resources but assign tasks due to there optimal capabilities. Nodes are ranked according to their available energy. Therefore, the selection of the gateway node and a cell manager is based on the available energy. The basis idea of this design is to encourage nodes to be more self-manageable and extend the network life time for as long as possible. Also, distributed management system has lower communication costs and provides better reliability and energy efficiency. It is a simple grid base architecture which supports lightweight operations. The main idea to propose a model that doesn't consume much energy or memory. It is based upon the virtual coordination due to which cells are built automatically and there is no need to exchange too much messages to build the clusters. The cell member remains on the same cell regardless of the cell manager. Our architecture divides the whole network into a virtual grid and enables the network to perform local detection and distribute the management tasks across the network. This approach helps sensor nodes to take more management responsibility and decision-making in order to success the vision of self managed WSNs. Also, this increases network life time. The cellular architecture is for management purpose only so they can be merged into clusters for routing or any other purpose if needed.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper a new cellular fault management scheme is presented to achieve fault management efficiently. We divided the network into a virtual grid, where each cell consists of a group of nodes. This supports scalability of the network and increase network life time. Most of existing solution used some type of central entity to perform fault management tasks but in our proposed solution, the aim is to perform fault detection locally and in distributed fashion. Unlike clustering, it is based on homogenous paradigm where nodes are of equal resources and can easily back up each other in case of recovery.
